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After presenting the usual fascinating statisiic,) al,tut t.e gl_si=us

accomrli=ents of our Elementary ';erman students wnc partiipatei in ,us

first controlled CAI exTeriment, 1 was asked t what extort tn .awtn_sn-

Lffect wa.: responsible for the results. was unable tc answer one

because l) I had never neard of the Hawthorne Effect an I wsu?dn't have

known new to carry out a careful experiment in the first place. :ince then

I have discovered that the Hawthorne Effect has something to do. with t:-.e initial

enthusiasm generated by a new device (or toy as we call our gadget), tha/_ stu-

dents are very blase about machines (although visiting firemen are away:

extremely excite-1, sometimes threatened and very much affected Hawthorne-wise)

and I still cae much as long as the results are there.

When one discusses anything related to computer technol_ogy it is suite

important to sort out the various meanings of the word "program." We have a

Berman program at Stony Prock that consists (on the elerentary level) of com-

puter assisted instruction, a programmed language lab manual and study guide,

recitation sessions, the "Guten Tag" television series and a (plenary session)

adjunct taught by a linguist. The text, or programmed :anruage lab manual and

study guide, is "Programmed" in the "Prorrammed materials" sense. There is

some sort of a "program" in the computer sense that is empicyed by our colleague:

in the Instructional Resources Center. T have no idea what they do and since

I do not understand then I regard them with suspicion, especially when they

start talking disdainfully about "natural language" as opposed to Fortran,

Snowball, Ccursewriter, etc. Suffice it ,;() say that I know nothing about com-

puters and machine costs. I am concernedly with what works and what seems

to work for us. And this leads to my first warning to the profession: Every-

thing that you hear from me will ultimately derive from an ill-concealed

attempt t glorify my work. Parely have I heard a new used-car owner boasting



over a '.. :filer- raker about how ne got "rirped-off." Ani far ave 7 heard

a paper read at a conference extolling the faults, flaws and ne,-ative re.ullts

of the reader's life's work.

Our program at :tony Brook has been eclectic. have nst stated 12,,:av-

ioral objectives and then systematically develpped it. We have felt nec i

nere or tnere and have atteooted to meet that need. In many cases we nave been

forced to justify our rrogram ex post facto. In Cnicagc at the 1st ACTFL

meeting we presented a film showing students at work with CAI enthusiastically

presented positive results of cur testing. The real reason for eveloping the

program in CAI-German, however, was tnat IBY asked us if we were interested and

it sounded fun. That the results were pedagogically positive was a bonus.

colleague, John Fussell, has repeatedly attributed cur success to massive in-

difference on the part of our colleagues. :ince he and I have alternated as

coordinators of the elementary German ccurse, since he and I co-authored the

CAI program (I mean "content") and since he and I co-authored the programmed

text and lab manual, we are very much in favor of our program. :ince he and

I have shared the chair over the last several years, we have had a great deal

of "cooperation." Our Program works well for us. second warning to the

Profession: Whatever works for us will Probably not work for you.

Perhaps you have noted a touch of cynicism in my remarks. Tnis is a

direct result of a conversation with a colleague cf mine which took place j',13-:

as I sat down to type this paper. He responded to my ouery about -.;hat I should

talk about this time by stating:

in this year."

"Use individualization as a leitmotiv. Tnat's

I have assumed that my colleagues m this panel will discuss thy- tyre of

machinery involved and the capabilities of that machinery. It is my under-

standing that we are all using essentially the same equipment and thl:t we



differ lh our approaches the curriculur. Cecil "...":(-d,

"Doktorvater" and therefore oar every r-Tht to d- naE- rr--

gram. Ou r differences might zerve as a nrofiable psint cf de:-artar,c

d..scussien period -c fr'llow.) The equirment, our tyres of drills and

of CAI in the Stony Brook program have been discussed elsewhere. In, lead,

of iterating and reiterating, I beg your indulgence and give you s:r.e reference3

to peruse at your leisur-_,.

Our program began as an experimental self-study rrogram carried coo

volunteers in 1965. Toe results of the early nrogram and the genesis of 'Le

Stony Brook program are discussed in an article in the January 1968 German

Quarterly, modestly entitled "A Type of Computer-Assisted Instruction" (as if

CAI were ubiquitous). Between 1965 and 1968 we explored the feasibility o'

CAI and were so imbrec 'd (the Hawthorne Effect had not yet worn off) tnat we

incorPorated it into our "normal" elementary German track. The r(le of CAI

as we envisioned it then (and as we still see it) is discussed in the Modern

Language Journal of March 1970 in an article presumptuously entitled "Towards

Structured Foreign Language Study: An Integrated German Course." (This was

our behaviorist period.) A view of the machinery and the students working at

the terminal is presented in the Northeast Conference film, succinctly titled

"Sight and Sound." The role which might be played by the Stony Brook Program

in individualized instruction is discussed in theFortheast Conference Reports

of 1971 in a chapter ostentatiously entitled "Innovative Trends." And finally

a somewhat cynical discussion of the irogran ':as presented last year at the

AATG in Chicago. The paper, available through the ERIC Clearinghouse, is mysteriously

entitled "Consistency, the Hobgoblin of the Ietty Mind or In Support of Eclec-

ticism." As you can see we, in our thinking, have gone from humility through

presumption and ostentation to mystery. ''or those of you interested in a more



concise and lets amtigusuo (altLcugn now semewna' dated) sansei -tar:. sn tnc

state of the art in CAI, James Dodge's summary in Volume 1 tn,1

Review of Foreign Language Edu-atich, "':achine Aide Lenrn.n ," very !ellful.

Pages 335-338 are devoted tc CAI.

I think the title of Jim Dodge's article is most ihterestinc': "-acnine

Aided Learning." We are all smehow aware now that languages are not really

taught but are somehow learned thro Yi this mysterious and seemingly uniquely

human ability to internalize "rules." The one prerequisite for this learning

experience is verbal intercourse between human beings, ith one set of human

beings being the linguistic catylist for another. No machine can do this.

Those of you who are afraid of being replac-d by a machine need not :'ear. You

are unique. Unfortunately some language teachers can be replaced by machines,

but it would be useless to warn them here, because they are not here. In all

fairness, many of them are pr bably at other conventions since they were

probably drafted to do German anyway.

We use CAI essentially as a pacer grader and test giver. Our students

are not given conventional homework assignments but are asked, instead, to do

rather conventional exercises at the CAI terminal. This activity is time

saving in two respects: student homework is graded (by machine) item by item

so that a student may profit immediately from his performance and proceed from

a correct (or corrected) reference rather than on an error. The time we wave,

as "teachers", is obvious if you consider the amount of time you devote to

grading homework and testing.

The one question that we did ask oursell,es while developing our program

was "What can we as human beings do and how can we have the time to do it?"

The answer to the first part of this question was given above, we serve as

catylists for learning. Because CAI provides the structure or the grammatical

core of the course, we are left free to do the following: Native speakers are



tnrown into the recitation sessi ani told t: lc anytnin,- tncy

as it is in German. I know what you are thinking now and

is doing it in German, however, and she has become a German ma,' (Tns Fren?h

call it "mixing sweat.") I suppose this harning experience can also be clas-

sified under the currently fashionable rubric, "culturs" with a :mall

Our CAI exercises are what one would call in the popular jargon "hijh

cognitive." Students study "grammar" rrior tc performing at the te-minal. .hat

they do is very traditional, but since the machines can't teacn then language,

they might just as well be employed teaching them something about language.

am not a native speaker of German and therefore do not properly cualify fir a

recitation session. I am a linguist, however, and delight in talking about

such things as conceptual structure and universal grammar. Therefore I have

the privilege (and I enjoy it immensely) of teaching the plenary session wnich

I see as a mini-course in contrastive structures and theoretica] linguistics.

I sincerely believe that this gaining of linguistic awareness is profitable to

the student, although I .:,,nfess that I blanch when I overhear students referring

to German phonological rules as "freaky."

What reading and writing is done in cur Elementary German course is done

with CAI. As we have :rogressively diminished the classroom time devoted to

reading and writing, our students have scored progressively higher in these

skills on the Modern Language Association Coorerat've test. This is not

because CAI is a super device. They are learning more language in class and

are doing the reading and writing with a rather unimaginative slave, CAT,

anyhow.

We described the course structure for our integrated German program in

the VIZ article as follows:

"To restructure our beginning German course, we had to ask our-
selves just how many hours per week we might lay claim to justifiably.
Following the rule of thumb that it is reasonable to ask a student
to do two hours of homework for each hour in class, we arrive at a



total of nine hours per week in,:olvement for tne Lyrical :.our .

course. We used this number of hours in cor.otructing cur :;err'.r
course since we thought it was defensible an:, :core irrortantl:,

it gives promise of supplying guided instruction to the student
whenever he is in contact with the target language."

The key word in this paragraph is 17uided. Note if you will tne weekly

breakdown of hours and the extent to which they are either structured ':.rid

,2apervised on the one hand or, to use the old behaviorist descript ion, "non-

habit forming."

1. Four teacher contact hours consisting of cne sour per week in plenary

session and three hours per week in recitation. The objectives of these con-

tact hours have already been described. It is in the plenary session that we

show "Guten Tag."

2, Two language laboratory hours consisting of cne hour per week in the

conventional laboratory (two half-hour shots with programmed "soft ware") and

one hour per week in the CAI lab.

3. In addition to the six "structured" hours listed above, student home-

work consists of the following. One hour per week devoted to the formal study

of grammar using the programmed materials. One hour per week devoted to the

traditional kinds of homework that language teachers will always feel obliged

to assign. And one hour per week devoted to the study of German culture.

This constitutes a total of nine hours, the least structured of which is

the one hour which we call "teacher's choice."

I would like to make the following observations. First of all, although

we clearly have the most progressive and dynamic elementary German program in

the country, attendance in the conventional lab is desultory in spite of the

new materials and the mental a.tiv:ty the student must engage in. Secondly,

the study of culture has been difficult to structure. We had envisioned a

great many movies, assignments to watch TV programs, library research, etc.,



but we have been remiss. th,s takes wsrk. thest us

ana as a consequence the work well fcr us. And finally, 7' (-V 'T

the total program is 'er; clearly limited, a confession which I r,luct-Intly

make in a discussion of tne "::fate -f the Art in CAT." FerLapt this .nt

a valuable one. We set out to pro-,e the feasibility of CAT in foreign langi,age

study, we had, to the best of my knowledge, the first foreign language ccurse

in the world in which CAI was an integral component (it has been in the course

description in the undergraduate bulletin for several years) and finally we

have grown tired. We look to you for more imaginitive programs. We look to

experiments such as the one at Illinois for cost feasibility. And we look to

the profession to reform its attitude regarding the value of research in

pedagogy.

Now, after having played down the role of CAI in our program, I would

like to review the kinds of things we ask our students tc do at the terminal.

Our CAI program consists of 28 units, 114 units per semester. Units 7 and

21 are mid-term examinations and units 114 and 28 are semester final examinations.

It is possible for us to shuffle the order of units in each Quarter. For exam-

ple the first-quarter units 1-6 (remember unit 7 is an exam) may occur any

order to suit the order of presentation of material in the classroom.

ap-logies for having given a false idea of what happens in the recitation

sessions. The programmed lab manual and study guide (text) is used in cun-

junction with a teacher's text which contains "strongly recommended" lesson

plans. How strongly we recommend following the teacher's text is inversely

proportional to the instructor's academic rank and moxie and directly pro-

portional to his hunger (for food).

Each unit contains six modules, thn sixth module being a translation

drill. Module 1 in each unit is a conventional substitution/transformation

drill, module 2 is sentence ordering using numbered syntactic elements, and



nodules 3 thr-ugh 5 are furtner suL:titun'ran:f_rmatoin irl.ls

expansion This is all very traditional ac I rrev'-usy --a-,

What is new, and I repeat my-elf, « *..hes,t !todule: arc c rre-:eg it

by item tnrougn the editing function of er ana that :t-,ient may

skit the remainder of the ln item module by ccessfuLly co

consecutivel

Kinds of things which we have exrerimented with and would like to In-

corporate into our program are the following.

Diagnosis. It is possible to scan a linear string cf "letters" to deter-

mine just where (grammatically) a student has gone wrong. A Imnching progral

can easily be built-in providing remediative explanation and supporting drill:.

Audio Comprehension. We already have recording eduipment at cur dispc:al

which can be employed in dictation exercises, audio comprehension drill arc. the

like. The one short-coming involved here is the cost. The computer is "up"

the entire time the student is at the terminal. It is not practical to use

it as a tape recorder or page turner.

We are presently discussing an individualized contract German language

study program at stony B :ook. Using CAT as o nucleus and as a guarantee (tug

cn :nputer never forgets) that a certain amount cf work has been successfully

completed, we see the possibility of sending our stvdento to the CAI center

to complete a certain amount of (always "A") credit work prior to entering

advanced courses. Understandably this has met with serious objections on the

part of our administrators who, like many administrators, have a bookkeeper

mentality.

Well, perhaps our program is jazzier than we think. Perhaps the Hawthorne

Effect has indeed worn off. In any case, I feel obliged to register my last

warning: Please don't let nappen to CAi what happened to the conventional lab.



-urs a yr_ry rersonal wi., a

We init,e you t: ccne se it, ea .f

your program w.rk.

in srder for us to assert our relevan,re--:nieed in rier wr

like many buoinesse:, have been forced to alvenzif'. In

nnw -,ffer str,,nr concentraticr: in Ylddisb and Sweiisn a: well a.: rL full

rrorram to the Ph.D. in German. We have finally ir.titufed a c-ur,:e :n

Germanic Heritage and are develnrinfT courses in ern:uncticn The pc.%rt_

ments of Philoscrhy, History, and Political Science. We have finally recg-

nized our role in the community and nave incorIcrated graduate cue: in

I\dvanced ethodology and Conira:tive Structures frr our "market" of 300

German Teachers on Long Island. In addition we are offerinr f;rati Gerran

instruction in the local elementary school.

q:s may appear irrelevant in a discussion devoted to the tate c tie

Art in CAI. But now is a time for retrenchment, and that is the State f the

Art in CAI at Stony Brook.


